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Abstract
We develop a new approach to construct the operator on lattice for the calcula-
tion of glueball mass, which is based on the connection between the continuum
limit of the chosen operator and the quantum number JPC of the state studied.
The spin of this state is then unique in this approach. Under the quenched
approximation, we present pre-calculation results for the masses of 0++ state
and 2++ state, which are 1757(100)(86)MeV and 2417(84)(117)MeV , respec-
tively. This approach can be applied to calculate the mass of glueball with
any spin J including J  4.
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1 Introduction
QCD predicts that there exist new states made up of gluons, namely, glueballs.
But glueballs can not be unambiguously identied from experiments at present
due to the lack of the denite theoretical knowledge of their masses, decay prop-
erties and the mixing with normal mesons. During the past two decades, ex-
tensive Monte Carlo simulations were carried out to calculate the glueball mass
spectra[1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. Most of these papers carried out two key steps: one is the
choice of glueball operators with certain quantum number JPC and the other is
the application of variational principle. Meanwhile, with a great amount of the
improvement, such as fuzzying and smearing, etc, these approaches surely work
well and many results of well-controlled errors are obtained. However, the simu-
lations are still puzzled by an ambiguity, i.e., how to identify the denite spin J
from the irreducible representation of the cubic point group, according to which the
glueball operators transform, because the corresponding between this irreducible
representation R and spin J is not one-to-one.
We focus on this identication here. By expanding the chosen operator accord-
ing to power of lattice spacing a, we require that the leading term of the expansion
of the operator belongs to the irreducible representation JPC under SO(3)PC group.
We also assume that the leading term of the expansion will give main eect when
a ! 0, i.e., when the rotation symmetry is restored. Therefore, the spin of the
corresponding state is uniquely determined by the leading term of the expansion
in the continuous case. Above ambiguity will be solved.
Some observations are shown in the forthcoming section. We introduce our
method in section 3 and give an example of pre-calculation to verify our method
in section 4. Section 5 is a short summary.
2 Some Observations
In the continuum, the glueball states with denite quantum number JPC make
up of the bases of certain irreducible representation JPC of SO(3)PC group. But,
on lattice, there is only its nite point subgroup, OPC, and its corresponding ir-
reducible representations RPC(R = A1, A2, E, T1 and T2). Then to measure
glueball mass in lattice QCD, there arises such problem: how we get correct results
by only utilizing OPC group. To solve the problem, authors make the continuum
limit assumption(β = 1) since Berg and Billoire[1], i.e., denoting masses of the
states extracted from operators in the irreducible representation R by m(R) and
masses of the states with certain spin J by m(J), they assume:
m(0PC) = m(APC1 ), (1a)
m(1PC) = m(T PC1 ), (1b)
m(2PC) = m(EPC) = m(T PC2 ), (1c)
m(3PC) = m(APC2 ). (1d)
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However, the correspondence between irreducible representation R and spin J
is not one-to-one, as shown in Appendix. Therefore, one needs to assume the mass
calculated by the operator in representation R is the mass of the lowest spin state.
Thus the errors arise. In addition, one cannot calculate the glueball mass with
J  4 in this approach.
We present a new idea to solve this problem here. Let us begin our discussion
with some observations.
A.
An arbitrary state jψ > can be regarded as a state generated by an operator o
acting on vacuum j0 >:
jψ >= oj0 > . (2)
Since j0 > is invariance under Poincare group and SUC(3) group, the character
of jψ > can be described by o. For simplicity, we only consider operators with
mass dimension 4 here, saying Bai (x)B
b
j (x), where B
a
i is color magnetic eld and
i, j = 1, 2, 3. There are 576 such operators as expected.
Since jψ > is color singlet, we also require o is color singlet. One can get 6 color














We also require jψ > and o transform as certain representation JPC under
SO(3)PC group. Since ~B transform as 1+− under this group, The P,C of Tr(BiBj)
are ++ as expected. By the coupling rule for angular momentum, we then catego-
rize these six operators according to J( due to color singlet, there is no operator
with J = 1):
J = 0 : a11 = Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 +B3B3); (3a)
J = 2 : e1 = Tr(B1B1 −B2B2), e2 = Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 − 2B3B3); (3b)
t21 = Tr(B2B3), t22 = Tr(B1B3), t23 = Tr(B1B2). (3c)
When restrict oneself into the cubic group, one nd that a11 is the basis of
representation A1, e1 and e2 construct bases of representation E while t21, t22 and
t23 just make up of bases of representation T2.
This is just what table 3( see Appendix) tells us: the subduced representation
J = 2 of the rotation group can be decomposing into representation E and T2 in
the cubic group; the subduced representation J = 0 is just representation A1.
B.
Then we consider the expansion of Wilson loops on lattice according to power of







Tr(1− U(n, i)U(n + î, j)U−1(n+ ĵ, i)U−1(n, j)) (4)
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(̂i:unit vector in the positive i-direction), where U is link variable dened by
U(n, i) = Texp(ia
∫ 1
0
dtAi(an + aît). (5)
There are two methods to expand the operator. One is the application of non-
Abelian Stokes theorem and the other is introduced by Luscher and Weisz in ref.
[6]. We use both methods and get the same results. ( There is a little dierence
between our procedure and Luscher-Weisz procedure: we should keep all non-
zero expansion terms to the end, because we don’t sum the operators over all the
directions.) Let us give some comments here about the expansion.
1. Because dierential operator can be presented by combination of dierence
operator with various ranks, the nal contributions of full dierential terms
are zero due to the periodic boundary condition and we shall ignore such
full dierential terms in the expansion. In this reason, one can also expand
Wilson loops on any lattice site with the same result.
2. As we know, the C parity of the real part of the operator is positive and
that of the imaginary part is negative. Since the transformation of covariant
dierential Di(Di = ∂i  −i[Ai, ]) can be regard to be 1−+ under SO(3)PC
group in this case, we can regard Di as a real operator in the expansion.
3. Now we only consider to construct operators with P, C = +, +. Therefore,
we ignore the terms with P, C 6= +,+ in our expansion.



















where Fij = ∂iAj − ∂jAi − i[Ai, Aj].
We may ignore the second term of r.h.s. in Eq. (6) since it corresponds to C =
−. Due to Oji = Oij, there are three non-zero independent operators O12, O23, O31.
Restricting oneself into the cubic group, one can combine these operators into









Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 +B3B3)(n) +O(a
6); (7)
 E++:





Tr(B1B1 − B2B2)(n) +O(a6), (8)





Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 − 2B3B3)(n) +O(a6). (9)
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We may suppose that when a is small enough the leading term gives the most
contribution of the operator, or, only the leading term gives the contribution in
the continuum. While compare Eq. (7) - (9) to Eq. (3), it is assured that, in the
continuum limit, the state extracted from such operator A++1 is J = 0, and the
states extracted from the operator in E++ corresponds to J = 2 state.
But above conclusion is not a general one. In the general case, the continuum
limits of the operator in representation E or in T2 is not always corresponding to
J = 2, i.e., the parallelism in Eq. (1) does not always hold. Only after showing the
continuum limits of the chosen operator as we do above, we are possible to arm
or disarm the parallelism.
By the way, we point out here that the leading term and the next-to-leading
term of the expansion of the operator do not always belong to the same JPC .
These two examples tell us that to calculate the mass of the denite JPC state,
we should require the continuum limits of our operators belong to and only belong
to JPC representation of SO(3)PC group. One can get this aim by using the
combination of the dierent operators which belong to the same RPC . We will
present an example to construct the operator in the following section and then
show the simulation results and discuss the errors caused in section 4.
3 New Approach to Construct the Operator
We exemplify how to construct operator 0++ and 2++ up to a4. On lattice, gauge-









6  (current with mass dimension 6) +   g, (10)











simplicity, we only consider the operator o up to mass dimension 4 in this paper.










Trf[1−U(n, i)U(n+ î, i)U(n+2î, j)U−1(n+ î+ ĵ, i)U−1(n+ ĵ, i)U−1(n, j)]
+[1−U(n, i)U(n+ î, j)U(n+ î+ ĵ, j)U−1(n+2ĵ, i)U−1(n+ ĵ, j)U−1(n, j)]g.
(11)


















ij(n) = Re(Oij(n)− 1
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O0ij(n)). (13)








Decomposing ij into A
++
1 according to traditional method, we get the basis of
representation A++1 :






Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 +B3B3) +O(a
8). (15)
Apparently, the quantum number of continuum limit of F is 0++. In other
words, F transforms as 0++ under SO(3)PC group up to a4. We expect that when
a ! 0, the symmetry of SO(3) has been restored, the extracted state should be
mainly given by the leading term of F , so the extracted state is 0++ one in the
continuum limit. We let operator F to be our aimed operator.
We may also choose the bases G1 and G2 of representation E
++ to measure
tensor glueball mass. The operators and their expansion are





Tr(B1B1 − B2B2) +O(a8), (16)
and





Tr(B1B1 +B2B2 − 2B3B3) +O(a8). (17)
According to (3b), they belong to bases of representation 2++ up to O(a4).
4 Simulation Results
Under the quenched approximation, we perform our calculation on anisotropic















where β = 6/g2, g is the QCD coupling, us and ut are mean link renormalization
parameters(we set ut = 1), ξ = as/at is the aspect ratio, and Ωsp includes the sum
over all spatial plaquettes on the lattice, Ωtp indicates the temporal plaquettes,
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Ωsr denotes the planar 2 1 spatial rectangular loops and Ωstr refers to the short
temporal rectangles( one temporal and two spatial links). More detail is given in
ref. [7]. In each β calculation, we set 2800 sweeps to make congurations reach to
equilibrium and do one measurement every four sweeps. Our calculation spends 80
bins in which there are 70 measurements after reaching equilibrium. The method
to set the scale used here is introduced by ref [9]. For each β, we have measured
u4s and found they coincide with those in ref. [3] in the error bound. So we adopt
the data in ref. [3] as our energy scale. Table 1 shows the simulation parameters
β ξ u4s Lattice rs/r0 as(fm)
1.7 5 0.295 63  30 0.8169 0.39
1.9 5 0.328 83  40 0.727 0.35
2.2 5 0.378 83  40 0.5680 0.27
2.4 5 0.409 83  40 0.459 0.22
2.5 5 0.424 103  50 0.407 0.20
Table 1 The glueball simulation parameters[3]. Here we assume r0 = 410(20)MeV .
As argued above, we choose operator F to calculate scalar glueball mass and
operator G1 and G2 to calculate tensor glueball mass. Just like the traditional
method, we calculate the average over sample vacua of a correlation C(t) =<
0joR(t)oR(0)j0 >, where oR(t) = o(t)− < 0jo(t)j0 > is the vacuum-subtracted
form of the chosen operator, to determine masses of the corresponding glueball
states with the improvements such as fuzzying and smearing. At the same time,
following the mean eld theory[8], we also replace link variant U by U/us in the
chosen operators due to the tadpole correction. After such programmes, we get
our results in each β which are shown in table 2:
β 1.7 1.9 2.2 2.4 2.5
scalar 0.609(4) 0.515(8) 0.413(7) 0.315(5) 0.324(2))
tensor 1.019(3) 0.95(1) 0.71(2) 0.548(6) 0.519(4)
Table. 2 Glueball energy mGat for each β.
The numerals in the brackets are the error estimates.
Now we comment a little on the error estimate.
First, our action breaks the rotation symmetry to O(a4s, a
2
t ), i.e., the upper limit
of the precision in the calculation is O(a4s, a
2
t ). Since as argued by many authors,
the contribution of O(a2t ) can be ignored, the upper limit of the precision here is
o(a4s).
Second, we ignore terms(currents) with mass dimension 6 in Eq. (11). Due to
dimensional analysis, the contribution of the terms to error should have a square
mass suppression, which will make two eects on our mass measurement. One is
that we should include it in systematic error in the continuum limit, which needs
further calculation to get its accurate value. Here we simply expect that it is about
(QCD/M)
2, where QCD ’ 300MeV is QCD constant and M is measured mass.
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The second is that when as 6= 0, it will takes O(a2s) error. Since it is not statistical




s +   .
From the argument and calculated data, we use the formula m(0++, as) =
1.757 − 1.50(as/r0)2 + 1.75(as/r0)4 and m(2++, as) = 2.417 + 0.783(as/r0)2 −
0.787(as/r0)
4(unit : GeV ) to t our data. We present our data and tting curve
in Fig. 1.
The statistical error is 0.087GeV for scalar glueball and 0.068GeV for tensor
glueball. According to ref. [3], systematic error is 1 percent. But since our method
also gives about 2.9 and 1.5 percent systematic error, the total systematic error is
about 3.0 percent( 53MeV ) and 1.8 percent( 44MeV ) respectively. Therefore,
the mass of scalar glueball is 1.757(100)GeV and the mass of tensor glueball is
2.417(81)GeV . Including the uncertainty in r−10 = 410(20)Mev, Our nal results
are: MG(0
++) = 1757(100)(86)MeV and mG(2
++) = 2417(81)(117)MeV .
5 Conclusion
We present a new approach to construct operator on lattice for the calculation
of the glueball mass, which may solve the ambiguity in the simulation. Since the
continuum limit of operator F is actual 0++, we arm the mass extracted from the
operator F is scalar glueball mass and its value is 1757(100)(86)MeV . With the
same reason, the mass extracted from operator Gi(i = 1, 2) is the tensor glueball
one and its value is 2417(81)(117)MeV . These simulations is performed under
the quenched approximation. Our results are consistent with those obtained in
references [3, 5, 7].
Meanwhile, there is no radical obstacle to prevent us to calculate the mass of
states with any spin J including J  4 in this approach. We shall show those
results elsewhere.
Of course, the operator, its continuum limit transform as JPC of SO(3)PC
group, is not unique. For example, one can also construct the operator including
color electric eld. With these operators, one can determine their relative weights
of contribution by variational principle. But, we did not make such treatment here.
To compare our results with the experiments, we need to calculate it on un-
quenched lattice. We should also study the mixing between glueball states and
mesons with the same JPC. Such works should be nished in future.
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Appendix
In the cubic group, the subduced representation J of irreducible representation J
can be decomposed into irreducible representation R. Table 3 shows the multiplic-
ity of decomposing J up to J = 6. It is well known that the subduced representation
with J  2 are reducible and only up to J = 3 do new irreducible representation
of the cubic group show up.
Table 3 The Subduced representations of rotation group up to J = 6
for the cubic group.
RnJ 0 1 2 3 4 5 6
A1 1 0 0 0 1 0 1
A2 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
E 0 0 1 0 1 1 1
T1 0 1 0 1 1 2 1
T2 0 0 1 1 1 1 2
Figure Caption
Figure 1 Masses of scalar and tensor glueball against the lattice spacing (as/r0)
2.
The tting curve are m(0++, as) = 1.757 − 1.50(as/r0)2 + 1.75(as/r0)4 for scalar
glueball mass and m(2++, as) = 2.417 + 0.783(as/r0)
2 − 0.787(as/r0)4(unit : GeV )
for tensor glueball mass. The masses in continuum limit are 1.757(87)GeV and
2.417(84)GeV if we only consider the statistical error.
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